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ABSTRACT

The Master's thesis deals with the analysis of the current situation of company Pro-staff

Ltd. which is used for the creation of suggestions and proposals for the company`s

development. In the first part, the main aim and objectives as well as methodology of

work are presented, whereas the second part contains the theoretical basis for the third

part. Third part includes analysis where attention is paid on macro and microeconomic

business environment. Finally, the thesis is competed by specific recommendations and

conclusions based on results obtained from the analytical part. Suggestions concern HR

management, protection of company name and brand, continual improvement of service

quality and information and communication sharing within the company.

ABSTRAKT
Diplomová práce se zaoberá analýzou současného stavu Agentury - Pro-staff s.r.o.,

která je využita na tvorbu návrhov pro rozvoj společnosti. V první části jsou definovány

cíle a metodika práce, zatímco druhá část obsahuje teoretické podklady pro část třetí,

která se věnuje analýzám. Pozornosť je venovaná macro a micro okolí. Poslední část

obsahuje vlastní návrhy autora, ktoré sú vytvorené na základe výsledkov z analytickej

časti. Návrhy se týkají řízení lidských zdrojů, ochrany jména a značky firmy, neustálého

zlepšování, kvality ich sluzeb a sdílení informací a komunikaci v rámci společnosti.

KEYWORDS

Animator, Porter's five forces, financial analysis, Quick Test, Employee analysis,

Organization, Communication, Intranet
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INTRODUCTION

Slovak tourism continues in the slow post-crisis recovery. The number of inbound and

outbound trips grew significantly during 2013. Growth of inbound tourism was

supported by the European City of Culture Kosice in 2013. Tourist attractions in

Slovakia are growing in popularity every year. Holding a strong position among tourist

attractions are aqua and thermal parks which benefit from the effective marketing, the

growing number of operators and the increasing popularity among domestic tourists.

Mentioned attractions also benefits from the waves of renovation when castles,

museums and other attractions improve not only their facilities, but also their approach

towards marketing, animation programmes and their attractiveness for visitors

(EUROMONITOR, 2014).

In tourism industry, the product contains numerous services that customers perceive at a

destination (JAKUBÍKOVÁ, 2012). Horn and Faulkner (1999) compare “hardware”

and “software” to services in tourism industry. In the terms of the hotel industry

“hardware” such as beds or televisions are relatively more straightforward to co-

ordinate and deliver to customers than “software”, such as style and atmosphere of

a hotel or how the staff conduct themselves in their dealings with guests.

The industry is dynamic and competitive, and therefore requires the ability to adapt

frequently because Customers´ needs and desires in tourism are constantly changing.

The customer´s satisfaction, safety and enjoyment are particularly the focus of tourism

businesses (JAKUBÍKOVÁ, 2012). The customer’s satisfaction, entertainment and

holiday environment are main focuses of selected company for this diploma thesis.

Pros-staff Ltd. is the Slovak event and entertaining company with its headquarters in

capital city Bratislava. Firm is operating mainly in tourism industry. The main business

activities related to the topic are follows: providing entertaining services for the hotels,

water parks, ski, spa and wellness resort, organizing different type of the event: birthday

parties, weddings, concerts, corporate event.Company has already set up its business

activities in neighbouring countries such as the Czech Republic, Poland and Germany.
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(PRO-STAFF EVENT AGENCY, 2015).

The master’s thesis deals with the external and internal analysis of business situation of

the Slovakia based company operating in the tourism industry. Moreover, author’s aim

is to provide recommendations and proposals for company improvement based on the

outputs obtained by analyses.

Firstly main objective of this diploma thesis as well as selective methods are presented.

Secondly, the author’s work involves related theoretical background. After that, the

company presentation will be introduced, followed by a chapter concerning analysis to

identify current situation of the selected organization, further chapter contains

implication of obtained results on the company current conditions. At the same time the

part consists recommendations and proposals for the improvement of particular

company based on the study and theory stated below.
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1 THE OBJECTIVES AND METHODS OF THE THESIS

WORK

The main objective of this master`s diploma thesis is to provide the analysis of the

current position of company Pro-staff Ltd. The medium-sized enterprise from Slovakia

focuses on the placing of entertainers into hotels, water parks, mountain resorts, spa and

wellness establishments. For the purposes of this master’s thesis the word entertainer is

interchangeably with the word animator. Moreover, the company organizes different

kind of events. More information is available in chapters 3.1 and 3.2.

Apart of the company evaluation, the aim of diploma thesis is to offer recommendations

and proposals for company improvement. To achieve stated aims following methods are

used. Primarily, theoretical background is written according by specific literature

related to the animation services in the tourism industry.  Secondly, the following

consequent chapter consist practical outputs where different analyses are implemented.

Analytical part corresponds to its structural division laid out in previous part. Reader of

this master’s thesis becomes familiar with company surroundings by PESTEL analysis.

Porter Five Forces Analysis concerns firm’s competitive environment. To identify

organization internal scene, Mc Kinsey 7S analysis is selected, while evaluation of

current financial situation is made by Financial Analysis and Quick Test. Moreover, to

recognize opportunities and predict threats of the market and considering using

company strengths and weakness, the SWOT analysis is conducted. The thesis contains

as well interview with the company owner and questionnaire is the source of primary

data included in this master’s thesis. Attached Interview in Appendix 1 focuses on

future strategies and company insides whereas questionnaire represents results of staff

satisfaction and its loyalty. Finally, the last part of this thesis consist proposals and

recommendations based on the results obtained in analytical part.
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Methodology of the thesis

In the presented master’s thesis following method are used:

 Logic Methods

Analysis and Synthesis

Analysis and Synthesis are philosophical terms denoting the processes of mentally

breaking down of a whole into its constituent parts (analysis), and reconstituting a

whole from its parts (synthesis) (SYNEK et. al., 2007).

Description

It is mainly used in theoretical part where where fundamental definitions are introduced.

Description means an objective and disinterested representation of problems or situation

(SYNEK et. al., 2007).

Comparison

An analysis based on pointing out of similarities and differences between things is

called analysis. In this diploma thesis is used in chapter 3 where different results from

questionnaire are presented.

Deduction and Induction

The logic methods often refer to another two broad methods of reasoning, the deductive

and the inductive approaches. Deductive reasoning works from the more general to the

more specific whereas inductive reasoning works the other way, moving from specific

observations to the broader generalizations and theories. The deduction consists of

following steps: theory-hypothesis- observation-confirmation. The induction is formed

by observation-pattern-tentative hypothesis-theory (TROCHIM, 2006).
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 Empirical Methods

Interview

Data allows businesspeople and other individuals such as researchers to understand

particular issues. How people gather this data, however, varies based on situational

need. One of the most widely used options for data collection is the open-ended

interview, which is used by itself or in conjunction with other options such as closed-

ended surveys. An open-ended interview is a way of gathering information from people.

An interviewer asks questions of a participant, who then answers those questions. The

interview is considered open-ended because even though the questions can be scripted,

the interviewer usually doesn't know what the contents of the response will be. In this

diploma thesis is specially used is semi-restrictive. The interviewer uses a general

outline of issues or questions, but can use other questions generated

spontaneously or go to other topics based on the responses of the participant

(THIBODEAUX, 2015).

Questionnaire

One of the most popular measurement instrument is focused on data collection across

the entire animation agency. The questionnaire for Pro-staff’s staff is close- ended

questionnaire and consist of following areas: Basic information about respondents,

Information sharing and Communication in the company, Loyalty of employees,

Employee relationship to company and Employee satisfaction. For more information

see Appendix 2.
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Animator in tourism

In the definition of the animation, there is no universally accepted interpretation, but

each definition emphasizes the substantial sense of animation such as interest in people

and his experience.

Animation as the process of leading people in its free time by engagement in certain

activities describes polish author Wolanská (KACVINSKY, 2008). Pompl (1983) offers

another definition where person of animator is perceived as a human who plans

activities around entertainment, whether sports, children or nights show in hotels, water

parks, entertainments parks. On the other hand he or she could be a specialist in Public

Relations with a great talent to work with people.

2.1.1 Socio- economic importance of animation services providing

Animation will incur costs for the company offering such services, yet it can be

deployed successfully and profitability in different areas by framing company policies

relating to animation services so as to achieve a specific goals (POMPL, 1983).

 Animation can be viewed as a supporting tool for marketing goal through

creating better image and position in the market.

 Guests participating in an animation programme stay in hotel and spend money

on beverages and food what leads to a higher turnover

 Well – trained animation might be connected with increasing customer

satisfaction. Two factors influence higher rates of bookings: 1.

Recommendations, 2. Tourists who re-book identical holidays.

 Animation is compensation for bad weather (POMPL, 1983).
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2.1.2 Animation as service in tourism

Jakubíková (2012) classifies animation services as a part of tourism services, in the

category of "delivery services" and stresses that it is a comprehensive service where the

realization of cooperation between the various parties and also coordination of activity

in a recreation area is needed to make visitors satisfied. In terms of division significance

in consumption by tourists is among the complementary services which are services

associated with the use of attractions characteristic of the recreational facility.

Depending on the nature of consumption may be categorized as personal services,

where the net effect will come immediately. These are mostly services that are free of

charge, which may also fall within the socio-cultural, sports and recreational services

(JAKUBÍKOVÁ, 2012).

2.2 Theoretical background for external analysis of the company

Author of this diploma thesis selects to identify external environment using Pestel

analysis and Porter Five Forces Analysis.

2.2.1 Definition of PESTEL analysis

All companies need to identify external factors within their environment that could have

an impact on their operations. Many of these will be things that the organization has no

over control, but the implications of which need to be understood. One of the popular

tool for identifying these external factors is the PESTLE analysis, which considers

following areas: Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal, Environmental

(TEAM FME, 2013).

Political Factors

This category of factors concerns the current and potential influences from political

issues (GRASSEOVÁ et al., 2010).
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Picture 1: Political factors (SOURCE: Author’s own work elaborated according TEAM
FME, 2013)

Economic Factors
Economic factors focus on the impact of local, national and world economy

(GRASSEOVÁ et al., 2010).

Picture 2: Economic factors (SOURCE: Author’s own work elaborated according
TEAM FME, 2013)

Social Factors
For showing the ways how changes in society affects the organization are used social

factors (GRASSEOVÁ et al., 2010).

Picture 3: Social factors (SOURCE: Author’s own work elaborated according TEAM
FME, 2013)

Technological Factors

The group of technological factors represents the effect of new and emerging

technology (GRASSEOVÁ et al., 2010).
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Picture 4:  Technological factors (SOURCE: Author’s own work elaborated according
TEAM FME, 2013)

Environmental factors
Environmental factors consist of local, national and world environmental issues

(GRASSEOVÁ et al., 2010).

Picture 5: Environmental factors (SOURCE: Author’s own work elaborated according
TEAM FME, 2013)

Legal Factors

The effect of legislation is described by legal factors (GRASSEOVÁ et al., 2010).

Picture 6: Legal factors (SOURCE: Author’s own work elaborated according TEAM
FME, 2013)

2.2.2 Definition of Porter five forces analysis
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and evenly sized, the market is mature with slowing growth, there are high exit costs

and there are low switching costs (CHEVERTON, 2004).

The threat of new entrants

New entrants are attracted by potential profitability or growth of the market, or possibly

by the failings of the incumbents. New forces spot gaps in the market left by the ever-

repositioning major players. Generally, new entrants are most likely when the market is

attractive, existing players are weak and entry barriers (and costs) are low

(CHEVERTON, 2004).

The threats of substitute products or services

Replacing the offer through new technology or a lower-cost alternative. Substitutes are

most likely when technology takes a leap forward, or existing players are weak

(CHEVERTON, 2004).

The bargaining power of customers

Buyer power increases when buyers are much bigger than sellers, sellers fail to

differentiate their offers, the products concerned are of low importance to the customer

as well as switching costs are low (CHEVERTON, 2004).

The bargaining power of suppliers

In this context, bargaining power of suppliers can be explained through merger and

consolidation, often through the provision of increasingly specialist, high-value and

unique services. At the other end of the supply chain, major suppliers can wield

enormous power, either through brand names or simply through the scale of their

operation.
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Suppliers’ power increases when they are a critical component in the customer’s

product (or life), when suppliers are much superior than customers, or when there are

high switching costs (CHEVERTON, 2004).

Picture 7: Porter 5 Forces (SOURCE: Author’s own work elaborated according
CHEVERTON, 2004)

2.3 Theoretical background for internal analysis of the company

To enhance understanding of company environment are used following analysis: 7S

analysis, Financial Analysis, SWOT Analysis.

2.3.1 Definition of Mc Kinsey 7S model

7S model (tool) is approach to analyse the internal environment of an organisation.

According to the model, the most important elements of an organisation must be attuned

to each other.  Furthermore, it can also be used for developing future strategy, as the

component of the internal analysis and marketing plan (MUILWIJK, 2014)
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STRUCTURE - how is the organization established? Functions, competencies,

hierarchy, division of work, etc. STRATEGY - what is the established strategy of the

organization? How the targets must be realized? SYSTEMS – company systems are

about communication streams, procedures, agreements etc. STYLE - refers to the

management leadership. SKILL - The capabilities and competencies that exist within

the company. SHARED VALUES – represents the values and beliefs of the company

STAFF- the company's people resources and how they are developed, trained and

motivated (MUILWIJK, 2014)

2.3.2 Theoretical background for financial analysis

Financial analysis is a tool used by existing and potential shareholders of a company, as

well as lenders or rating agencies. For shareholders, financial analysis assesses whether

the company is able to create value. The purpose of financial analysis, which primarily

involves dealing with economic and accounting data, is to provide insight into the

reality of company’s situation on the basis of figures. Financial analysis should be

regarded as a rigorous approach to the issues faced by a business that helps rationalise

the study of economic and accounting data (VERNIMMEN et al., 2009).

The following part presents selected financial ratios used in practical part of this

diploma thesis.

2.3.2.1 Definition of proportion ratios analysis

Proportion rations belong to fundamental technical analysis methods of financial

analysis. The indicators work with the basic arithmetic operations and indicators.

Those can be divided into following categories.
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 Characteristics of Profitability indicators

Among the most watched indicators of financial analysis is profitability. Profitability

indicators can be characterized as the most comprehensive method for assessing a

business activities (KHOSLA, 2014).

Return on assets - the first described formula from profitability indicators looks at the

ability of a company to utilize its assets to gain a net profit. Ratio is used to measure

efficiency of the business in using its assets. ROA= Net income/total assets
(PARRINO AND KIDWELL, 2010)

Return on investments –ROI is the most common profitability ratio, generally ratio

shows the profit earned from each investment. It is calculated as a percentage in simple

terms: ROI= EBIT/ total equity (RŮČKOVÁ, 2008)

Return on equity – generally ROE measures net income as a percentage of the

stockholders’ investment in the firm. The indicator is determined by the firm’s ROA

and its use of leverage. The greater the use of debt in the firm’s capital structure, the

greater the ROE. Thus, increasing the use of leverage is one way management can

increase the firm’s ROE. The greater the use of financial leverage, the higher risk for

company. How aggressively a company uses this strategy depends on management’s

preferences for risk and the willingness of creditors to lend money and bear a risk.

ROE= Net income / total equity (PARRINO AND KIDWELL, 2010)

Return on sales – helpful measure to management that provides insight into how much

profit is being produced per euro of sales. As with many ratios is recommendable to

compare company’s ROS over time to look for trends, and compare it to other

companies in the industry. An increasing ROS indicates the company is growing more

efficient, while a decreasing ROS could signal looming financial troubles. ROS= EBIT/

sales (RŮČKOVÁ, 2008)
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 Characteristics of Liquidity indicators

Liquidity is ability to convert noncash assets into cash or to obtain cash to meet

impending obligations. Moreover, it is affected by ability to obtain financing and to

postpone cash payments. When evaluating seasonal business  a year- and financial
data are not representative (SHIM AND SIEGEL,1988).

Current ratio- current ratio indicates a company's ability to meet short-term debt

obligations. The current ratio measures whether or not a firm has enough resources to

pay its debts over the next 12 months. The recommended value fluctuates between 1,5

to 2,5. Current ratio = Current assets/ Current liabilities (SHIM AND

SIEGEL,1988).

Quick ratio- the quick ratio is similar to the current ratio except that inventory is

substracted from current assets in the numerator. This change reflects the fact that

inventory is often much less liquid than other current assets. Inventory is the most

difficult current asset to convert to cash without loss of value. The recommended value

shoud reach 1,0 to 1,5. Quick ratio= Current assets-Inventory/ Current liabilities

(PARRINO AND KIDWELL, 2010).

Cash ratio – the last described ratio from liquidity ratios ranks into the numerator only

the short- term financial asset. The recommended value depends on the company

industry. Cash ratio= Short-term financial asset/ current liabilities (DLUHOŠOVÁ,

2008).

 Characteristics of Leverage ratios

Leverage ratios measure the extent to which a firm uses debt rather than equity

financing and indicate firm’s ability to meet its long- term financial obligations, such as

interest payments on debt and lease payments. The ratios are also called long- term

solvency ratios. They are of interest to the firm’s creditors, stockholders and managers

(PARRINO AND KIDWELL, 2010).
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Debt ratio – measures the extent to which the firm finances its assets from sources

other than the stockholders.  The higher the total debt ratio, the more debt the firm has

in its capital structure (PARRINO AND KIDWELL, 2010). Debt ratios, along with

other metrics such as profitability and liquidity, should be used to paint a holistic picture

of the company's financial health (MONEY-ZINE, 2015). Debt ratio = Total liabilities

/ total assets (PARRINO AND KIDWELL, 2010)

Self-Financing ratio - the indicator represents the extent of insolvency of owner’s

equity and inform about structure of corporate finance. Together with debt ratio create

value 1. Self-Financing ratio = Owner’s Equity/ Total assets (SEDLÁČEK, 2009)

Times interest Earned – this ratio measures the extent to which operating profit (

earnings before interest and taxes, or EBIT) cover the firm’s interest expenses.

Creditors prefer to lend to firms whose EBIT is far in excess of their interest payments.

Times interest Earned= EBIT/ Interest expenses (PARRINO AND KIDWELL,

2010).

Debt service coverage ratio – how long company can repay all its liabilities by using

its operational cash flow is represented by debt service coverage ratio. Debt service

coverage ratio liabilities / operational CASH FLOW (FAP, 2015).

Interest coverage from operating cash flow – the indicator measures the company’s

ability to pay interests by using operating CF. Generally as negative value is considered

value 2,5 x and lower. Interest coverage from operating cash flow = (operating

CASH FLOW + interest expenses) / interest expenses (FAP, 2015).

 Characteristics of Efficiency Ratios

Group of ratios, called efficiency ratios or asset turnover ratios, which measure how

efficiently a firm uses its assets to generate sales. These ratios are most useful to

managers to identify inefficiencies in operations, and to creditors, who use them to find
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out how quickly inventory can be turned into receivables and ultimately into cash that

can be used to satisfy debt obligations (PARRINO AND KIDWELL, 2010).

Accounts receivable turnover – the ratio measures the speed at which a firm converts

its receivable into cash. A firm that collect its receivable faster is generating cash faster.

Accounts receivable turnover = receivables/((daily sales)/360) (KHOSLA,2014).

Asset turnover ratios

The theoretical part of diploma thesis turns next to a discussion of some boarder

efficiency ratios. The section discusses two ratios that measure how efficiently

management is using the firm’s assets to generate sales (PARRINO AND KIDWELL,

2010).

Total asset turnover– total assets turnover measures the euro amount of sales

generated with each euro of total assets. Generally, the higher the total asset turnover,

management, the more efficiently management is using total assets. Total asset

turnover =Net sales  / Total assets (KHOSLA, 2014).

Fixed asset turnover- this kind of formula is used when management may want to see

how particular types of assets are put to use. Fixed asset turnover =Net sales / Net

fixed assets (KHOSLA, 2014).

Receivable Turnover Period – the ratio indicates how quickly a company collects

outstanding cash balances from its customers during an accounting period. The ratio

should be lower in comparison with Payables Turnover Period as the consequence of

sooner collection of money from customers than payments to suppliers.

Receivable Turnover Period= Receivable/ (daily sales/360) (KHOSLA, 2014)

Payables Turnover period- the ratio represents how many days it takes before the

company pay to suppliers. Payables Turnover Period= Payables/ (daily sales/360)
(KHOSLA, 2014)
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2.3.2.2 System of ratios analysis

In the conditions of an economic unit and in conditions of a competition existence, it is

very important to have the bankruptcy determined some years before it happens in

reality. The subsequent system of ratio evaluates the overall financial situation whereas

the previous group of indicators focus on the particular field (KISLINGEROVÁ, 2005).

These indicators are:

Altman index

or as well called Z-score was published by Edward I. Altman in 1968. The main

intention of formula is probability prediction of company bankrupcy. The Z-score uses

multiple corporate income and balance sheet values to measure the financial health of a

company (RŮČKOVÁ, 2008).

Z = 0,717* X1 + 0,847* X2 + 3,107* X3 + 0,420* X4 + 0,998* X5
where

X1 = working capital / assets

X2 = retained earnings./ assets

X3 = EBIT / assets

X4 = market value of equity/liabilities

X5 = sales/assets (BARTOŠ, 2013b)

Interpretation of results: For values lower than 1.2 - Bankruptcy zone

For values from 1.2 to 2.9 - Grey zone

For values above 2.9 – Prosperity zone

Index IN 05

Another system of ratios used for evaluation the financial health of company is Index

IN05. The system is comprised from the several parts such as Altman index

X1 = assets/ liabilities
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X2 = EBIT/ interest expenses

X3 = EBIT/ ROA

X4 = sales/ assets

X5 = current assets / (short term liabilities and short-term bank loans and overdrafts)

Interpretation of results:  For companies with final value lower than 0,9, Index IN 05

represents 97% probability of bankruptcy and 76% probability that companies will not

create value for their shareholders. For companies with value between 0,9-1,6, Index

IN05 represents 50 % probability of bankruptcy and 70 % probability that companies

will create value for their shareholders. That last category involves companies with

value of Index IN 05 higher than 1,6. The value represents 92 % probability that

companies will not bankrupt and 95 % probability will create value for their

shareholders (ZIKMUND, 2011).

2.3.3 Definition of Kralicek quick test

Kralicek Quick Test has been developed in 90s. It is recognized such as an important

tool for the determination of financial situation of an economic unit. To reach a

conclusion related to financial state of an economic unit using Kralicek Quick Test, it is

necessary to have available some indicators taken from the balance sheet and the profit

and loss account. This method offers quick and correct valuation of paying disability.

Valuation is based on the estimation of four factors (two indicators of financial stability

and two indicators of efficiency). Depending on the value of estimated indicator, there

is given a certain number of points. Received points, give the valuation of paying

disability from 5 (well) to 0 (bankruptcy). The reached consideration, exhibits the weak

sides of economic unit and allows to end up in the conclusion that which of the

indicator groups can affect negatively in the general level of paying ability (POLO et.

al., 2014).
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Table 1: Kralicek's Quick Test Estimates ( Source: adapted from SEDLÁČEK, 2001)

INDICATORS

1

excellent

2

very well

3

well

4

poor

5

dangerous

Equity/ Total Assets 30% 20% 10% 0% Negative

Debt settlement Period from
Cash Flow

< 3 years < 5 years < 12 years < 30 years 30 years

Operating Cash Flow / Sales
> 10% > 8% > 5% > 0% Negative

ROA
> 15% > 12% > 8% > 0% Negative

2.3.3.1 Limitations of financial analysis indicators

As big advantage of financial ratios is considered the simplicity. The calculations are

typically very straightforward and usually require only a few data points  (MONEY-

ZONE, 2015). However, there is recognized couple of limitations in terms of results of

financial analysis.

Historical - All of the information used in ratio analysis is derived from actual historical

results. This does not mean that the same results will carry forward into the future.

Historical versus current cost - The information on the income statement is stated in

current costs (or close to it), whereas some elements of the balance sheet may be stated

at historical cost (which could vary substantially from current costs). This disparity can

result in unusual ratio results.

Inflation. If the rate of inflation has changed in any of the periods under review, this

can mean that the numbers are not comparable across periods.

Accounting policies - Different companies may have different policies for recording the

same accounting transaction.

Interpretation - It can be quite difficult to ascertain the reason for the results of a ratio.

For example, a current ratio of 2:1 might appear to be excellent, until the analyst

realizes that the company just sold a large amount of its stock to bolster its cash
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position. A more detailed analysis might reveal that the current ratio will only

temporarily be at that level, and will probably decline in the near future.

Company strategy - It can be dangerous to conduct a ratio analysis comparison between

two firms that are pursuing different strategies. For example, one company may be

following a low-cost strategy, and so is willing to accept a lower gross margin in

exchange for more market share. Conversely, a company in the same industry is

focusing on a high customer service strategy where its prices are higher and gross

margins are higher, but it will never attain the revenue levels of the first company.

Point in time - Some ratios extract information from the balance sheet. Be aware that

the information on the balance sheet is only as of the last day of the reporting period. If

there was an unusual spike or decline in the account balance on the last day of the

reporting period, this can impact the outcome of the ratio analysis

(ACCOUNTINGTOOLS, 2015).

2.3.4 Definition of SWOT analysis

Next described analysis, is SWOT analysis. This is one of the best known of the

marketing tools, one of the most used as well as one of the easiest to comprehend, but

unfortunately also one of the most abused. As typical failings include a tendency to be

too general and superficial (CHEVERTON, 2004).

The following table shows suggestions of weaknesses and strengths that are relevant for

the company PRO-STAFF Ltd.
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Table 2: Strengths and Weakness within SWOT analysis (SOURCE: Author’s own
work elaborated according KORÁB, 2007)

Company focus Strengths Weakness

Staff Loyal and enthusiastic team Dependence on one position

Experiences Acquaintance of market and

trends

Unqualified staff

Finances

Stable cash flow Low liquidity

The following table shows suggestions of opportunities and threats that are relevant for

the company PRO-STAFF Ltd.

Table 3: Opportunities and Threats within SWOT analysis (SOURCE: Author’s own
work elaborated according KORÁB, 2007)

Environment focus Opportunities Threats

Labour market Sufficient resources Legalisation, Social benefits

Legalisation Lower taxes Law complexity, Costs

Globalisation Market expansion New competitors
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3 ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION

3.1 PRO-STAFF Ltd. – Company presentation

Pro-staff Recruitment Ltd. is the Slovak company operating in the tourism industry.

Company focuses on services that are classified as soft services for the reason that

consumption and production run concurrently and they cannot be exported

(ERAMILLI et. al., 1993).

Pro-staff with its size belongs to Micro Business with 3 partners Mgr. Cyril Černák

Mgr. Robert Černák and Ing. Karol Kacvinsky and with annual turnover of 600 000

Euro in year 2014. Recent years show upward trend (ČERNÁK, 2015).

Pro-staff Ltd. is a Slovak originated staff recruiting, animation and event company, with

its headquarters in Slovakia. They offer variety of jobs in the tourism industry and

organizing different kind of events.

The firm was established by Mgr. Robet Černák in 2002. The company has been

providing professional staff in all domains of tourism with highlights on the

entertainment since 2002. The company was rewarded as one of the best among all

recruitment companies in Slovakia in 2010 (PRO-STAFF, 2014).

The company was founded by a founder’s deed 14 of October, 2011. Deposits of

associates were 2210 euros, which are already repaid (ORSR,2014). Company operates

under the authorization of mediation employment (number: AA/2007/7892/18433),

issued by headquarters of Labour, Social Affairs and Family in Bratislava. Agency has

its headquarters on the street J. Matušku 2/2303 Spišská Nová Ves 052 05, but the

majority of its business activities operates from the office, which is located in capital

city, Bratislava on the street Jablonovova 22. In addition, the provision of services is

carried out by the workers in Business Center Poprad in office number 420 na

Karpatska street 3256/15 05801 (KACVINSKY, 2008).
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Graph 1: Historical development of mediated work by company PRO-STAFF Ltd.

(SOURCE: KACVINSKÝ, 2008)

Picture 8: Scheme of the organizational structure (SOURCE: Author’s own work)
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Name and Surname: Ing. Karol Kacvinský
Adress: Danišovce 053 22

3.2 Portfolio of Pro-staff’s activities

The following section focuses more specifically on the business activities relevant for

this diploma thesis.

As mentioned above, company recruit staff and intermediate jobs in foreign countries in

different domains within tourism industry with highlights on the entertainment. Besides

that, the company mainly deals with providing entertainers services for hotels, ski, spa

and wellness resorts as well as water parks or another tourist facilities in Slovakia.

Moreover, Pro- staff Ltd. develops its business activities as an event agency’ what

means organization of children´s birthday party, corporate event, cultural event etc.,

cooperation with event agency such as sub-supplier of related services. Organization

has already set up business activities in Poland, Czech Republic and in the home

country Slovakia. As event agency operates also in Germany.

3.2.1 Agency Pro-staff as a provider of animation services

Company offers experienced entertainers and full animation services according to

client’s needs and requirements. Provision of animation services consist of personnel,

material and technical support. Further, company adapts its offer in terms of time. They

are able to fulfil client’s requirements in short, medium, or long term assignments.

Therefore, the leasing is possible for couple of hours, couple of days or for whole

season. Agency Pro-staff Ltd., as the specialist for entertainment services, has many

experiences in making individual entertainment programme for different kinds of the

touristic establishments. When renting animation services for a few days or a weekend,

the part of the program are day and evening activities. In the case of hiring entertainers

for couple of hours, company offers daily programs for children, adults and seniors and

evening programs on key as cabaret night, dances, senior night, karaoke, children's

parties, etc. (PRO-STAFF, 2015).
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Picture 9: Pro-staff logo for an animation agency (SOURCE: PRO-STAFF, 2015)

The evidence below shows prices for animation services providing. To prepare

comparison with the competition has not been possible as the consequence of the lack

of information sources. The data are internal company information.

Table 4: Price list of  Pro-staff's animation services in euros (SOURCE: Author’s own
work elaborated according price list of company)

Price for period

Price per month Price per day

Composition of animation team

1 chef entertainer + 1 entertainer 1710,00 57,00

1 chef entertainer + 2 entertainers 2310,00 81,00

1 šefanimátor + 3 animátori 2910,00 97,00

1 chef entertainers + 4 entertainers 3480,00 116,00

1 entertainer/ without evening

animation
870,00 29,00

2 kinder entertainers / without evening

animation
1380,00 46,00

For comparison with the prices of competitors, author has contacted the company

Stageman Ltd., which states on their website that is also active on the Slovak market.

The agency has been selected because of the owner of the company who is Pro-staff’s

former employee. On the email asking about price offer for children's party in

Bratislava, they replied that they currently operates only in the area of Banska Bystrica,

so specific price comparison was not possible as the consequence of request for the

region Bratislava.
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3.2.2 Agency Pro-staff as a event agency

Agency PRO-STAFF Ltd. is also an event agency with multi-year experience in

organizing cultural and sports events in Slovakia and abroad. The company organizes

corporate events, sport days, team buildings etc. For the children, organization is able to

prepare children events, birthday parties, children's parties and other animation

programs (PRO-STAFF, 2015).

Picture 10: Pro-staff logo for an event agency (SOURCE: PRO-STAFF EVENTS,
2015)

Table 5: Price list of kinder party organization in euros (SOURCE: PRICE LIST PRO-
STAFF,2015)

Kind of party Content Price

Basic party

Entertainers, Mascot according

clients choice, Mini disco a

Funny competitions,

facepainting, Baloon creations

Duration : 1 - 1,5 hod.

120 – 150 €

Standard party

Entertainers, Mascot according

clients choice, Mini disco a

Funny competitions,

facepainting, Baloon creations

Thematic topic, Sound Gratis

Duration : 1,5 – 2,5

200 - 230 €
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Deluxe party

Entertainers, Mascot according

clients choice, Mini disco a

Funny competitions,

facepainting, Baloon creations

, Thematic topic, Sound Gratis,

Inflatable attractions

Duration : 3 - 5

from 350 €

For price comparison with the competitors, the author has contacted the company

Stageman Ltd., which states on their website that is also active on the Slovak market.

On the email asking about price offer for children's party in Bratislava they replied that

currently operate only in the area of Banska Bystrica, so specific price comparison was

not possible. The company has been chosen for the reason that company owner is

former Pro-staff’s employee.

3.2.3 Design, production and renting of mascots

Company experiences consist of design and production of mascots as well. It also

provides rental of mascots for various events (MASCOTS.SK., 2015).

To identify price comparison, author’s of this master’s t thesis has contacted two Slovak

companies, “FUNATRAKCIE” and “ATRAKCIE-STANY”.

Price comparison of mascots rental in euros, no added value included
(SOURCE: Author’s own work elaborated according offers of companies

Mascots Pro-staff Funatrakcie Atrakcie -
stany

590 / Sale of Mascot/ 1 piece 390/ Sale of

Mascot / 1 piece

Company does

not sale mascot.
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Mascots rental

1 Mascot: 100/ per day

2-3 Mascots: 80/ per day

4-6 Mascots: 70 / per day

7 and more Mascots: 60/ per day
2 Mascots /160 2 Mascots/ 150

3.3 PESTEL analysis of Slovakia

3.3.1 Political factors
Since the 1 of November 2010, responsibility for tourism in Slovakia rests with the

Ministry of Transport, Construction and Regional Development of the Slovak Republic.

The Tourism Section of the Ministry is divided into two departments – Tourism

Strategy and Policy Department and Tourism Cooperation and Coordination

Department.

The promotion and marketing of Slovakia as a tourism destination is the core

responsibility of the Slovak Tourist Board (STB). STB is a governmental agency

receiving contributions from the state budget and belonging currently to the Ministry of

Transport, Construction and Regional Development of the Slovak Republic, established

in 1995 by the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic.

Slovakia had the opportunity to use EU funds throughout the duration of the National

Strategic Reference Framework until 2013. During the programming period 2007-2013,

Slovakia could use European funds totaling EUR 172.6 million for the support of

business activities in tourism, the development of tourism information services, and the

presentation of the regions and the country within the Operational Programme -

Competitiveness and Economical Growth. The Government of the Slovak Republic in

its Manifesto for the period 2012 – 2016 pledged to achieve the following objectives in

the field of tourism: The objective of economic policy in tourism is the fostering of

competitiveness of tourism and a better use of its potential to eliminate regional

disparities and create new jobs (STATDAT, 2012). Slovak company, operating in

tourist industry  collaborated with SACR (Slovak agency of tourism) where they

prepared project called ‘‘active holidays in Slovakia“ with the main aim to boost slovak

tourism.
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3.3.2 Economic factors

The first factor of economic issues that affects Pro-staff, is unemployment. The author

of this work would like to point out youth unemployment to 25 years, because the

animator’s positions used to be filled by people aged 18-25 years. Slovak rate of youth

unemployment at 33.7% ranks among the top European Union. In the period from

March 2013 to March 2014, dropped seasonally youth unemployment to 25 years

seasonally dropped by 1,1 % in Slovakia ( MERAVÝ, 2014).

Another economic factor, GDP in the year 2013 increased by 0.9 % compared to the

previous year. In 2014, arts, entertainment, recreation and related activities according

NACE formed approximately 2.292 million of total GDP (STATDAT, 2015).

3.3.3 Social factors

The importance of the older adult travel market has been widely recognized by tourism

marketers and researchers (HSU et al., 2007) (see HWA CHENA et al., 2013).

Lehto et al., (2008) concludes the highest number of “new” seniors as the result of an

aging population has begun to join the mature travel market (see HWA CHENA et al.,

2013). For senior tourists, Dixon (2012) argued that professionals in leisure and tourism

services may consider products for education or entertainment that permit customization

and personalization. According to Turban et al. (2002), “Customer service is a series of

activities designed to enhance the level of customer satisfaction, that is, customers’

feeling that a product or service has met their expectations” (see HWA CHENA et al.,

2013). Needed customization of services, Pro-staff is able to adapt according to

different levels of requirements, climate, budget and level of health. Hwa Chena et al.

(2013) point out basic requirements for providers of professionals services in leisure

and tourism, attractive experience activities and leadership skills.

Hwa Chena et al. (2013) find out through exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses

on the survey data, seven customer service factors, “Health promotion treatments,”

“Mental learning,” “Experience of unique tourism resources,” “Complementary
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therapies,” “Relaxation,” “Healthy diet,” and “Social activities” in areas of health and
wellness sector.

According to SARIO (The Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency), 93% of

the Slovak workforce has secondary or higher education - this is one of the highest of

all European countries. Foreign companies frequently praise the motivation and abilities

of Slovak workers who also have good language and computer skills (VANČO, 2013).

Slovakia with its export-oriented economy can offer a workforce with a high level

language skills. English is the most common foreign language spoken, followed by

German due to Slovakia’s proximity to Austria and Germany. Slovaks are mostly taught

a foreign language from elementary school age, and subsequently they deepen their

language knowledge (or start learning a language) at secondary school. The most

common foreign languages taught at Slovak secondary schools in 2009/2010 were

English 85,67% and German 60,84%. Slovakia has a highly skilled and flexible

workforce (VANČO, 2013). However, from different point of view, Slovakia faces

issues to do with social exclusion including a long-standing Roma problem; the

members of this ethnic group are generally the poorest in Slovak society

(KLIMOVSKÝ, 2010).

Demographic development in Slovakia in 2013 compared to 2012 is characterized by

stabilization of demographic processes in the birth rate, marriage rate, divorce, abortion

and mortality (KATUŠA et.al., 2014). Given that the core competences of the company

providing is staffing, stable demographics situation of Slovak State is an important

indicator.

3.3.4 Technological factors

Hjalager (2007) highlights that the technological developments and the globalization of

media bring new modes of information-sharing among tourists on popular weblogs.

Therefore, it lures them to spend more what later on results in increased sales. For

instance, saving portals.

From different point of view, Facebook is a company’s tool to enhance communication

between the company and its partners and entertainers. Social networks, company

exploits for searching for appropriate individuals to fill in the required positions by their
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partners. For instance, company posts current free positions with their requirements on

Facebook profile. Followers of the page could see it immediately and send a request.

Weekly demand is about 200 entertainers for Slovak market (ČERNÁK, 2015). Another

advantage which the company benefits from is the usage of the facebook profile for

posting photos from different touristic establishments and events. Posting photos and

writing comments is on the one hand unpaid advertisement for Pros-staff and on the

other hand recommendation for their clients as well. Promotion is added value what

Pro-staff´s guests are getting together with high quality of provided service.

Although, the company benefits from the facebook, considerable emphasis must be

placed on the selection of rights candidates as the facebook could be entered by anyone.

The selection of wrong candidates and posting them to touristic could seriously damage

the brand name. Responsible and skilled person for filtering Facebook´s followers is

needed to overcome posting of inappropriate employees.

Sellers (1997) considers that the most important step a company can take in order to

promote its homepage, is to submit the company´s URL to various searching engines.

(BENNET et. al., 2002). Company has superior position on Google in comparison with

other searching portals (CHECKPAGERANKNET, 2015) Improved position on

searching portal Seznam.cz helped the company’s growth within Czech market

(ČERNÁK, 2015).

All previous facts are related and important to the current company’s strategic issues

with regard to the fact that company communication and promotion by internet have

crucial impact on future business development. To increase profitability and efficiency

should be possible by establishment of company intranet/extranet.

3.3.5 Environmental factors

One of the environmental issues is so called eco- taxes. The increase of eco-taxes is

caused by the lack of natural resources, traffic overload and environmental pollution.

People are more sensitive about natural resource usage and the impact of activities on

the environment. Individual preferences for holidays are that of neighbouring countries

rather than in faraway places. These preferences are the result of high fuel prices.

Slovakia has geographically central position (MITTINGER, 2005). According annual
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tourism report (2002) one of the main aims of Slovak tourism is to minimise pollution

and degradation of the global and local environment and the use of scarce resources by

tourism activities. To maintain and strengthen cultural richness and biodiversity and

contribute to their appreciation and conservation (STADAT, 2012).

3.3.6 Legal factors

As mentioned above, company operates in home country, Poland, Czech Republic,

Germany and Austria therefore European law as well as Slovak law influence its

business activities.

Traveling free of charge - Children, students aged up to 26, pensioners and seniors 62

or older are able to travel free of charge on selected trains from the 17 of November

2014.. The measure is part of a package of 15 measures aimed at improving the

financial, economic and social situation of people in Slovakia that was drawn up by the

Robert Fico cabinet (RAILWAYGAZZETE, 2014). Company reimburses travel cost to

its entertainers nevertheless the recent legal conditions is a positive factor.

Recent company strategic step was an entry to new market, Austrian market therefore

attention should be paid on legal conditions concerning placing workers from their

home country to Austrian touristic resorts. A transitional arrangement limiting the

freedom of workers and the freedom of service provision between Austria and “new”

member states expired on 1 January 2011. Submission of a deployment declaration to

the Central Coordination Office of the Ministry of Finance is required and must be

completed in minimum one week before the service provision begins. It must also be

documented that the worker is legally employed according to the regulations of the

home state; the wage and the core work conditions for a comparable activity in Austria

are adhered to; and that the worker is covered by social security. There are no

restrictions to the economy sector according to NACE and services are not subject of

Directive 2005/36/EC regarding professional qualifications (WIDECKI, et. al., 2010).
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3.4 Porter five forces analysis

3.4.1 Current competitor rivalry

Company Pro-staff Ltd. introduced the concept of animation into the Slovak hotels,

water parks, ski resorts and other touristic establishment. As current competitors on

Slovak market are considered Panda animation, Stageman animation and Ella

animation. According to CEO of the company, Pro- staff recognizes its competitive

advantages in good reputation, long-term experience in the field and extensive database

of associates. Due to the specific business focus is not possible to determine the market

share. In the addition of animation agency, the hotel chains, that animation service do

not outsource, have been recognized as competitors as well.

3.4.2 The threat of new entrants

The greatest threat comes from former employees who after working for Pro-staff Ltd.

leave the company and set up their own business (ČERNÁK, 2015) As the

consequence, animation firm have to recruit, select and train new people every year.

Input costs into to sector can not be regarded as high, due to fact that business concerns

service provision. However, personal ability, experiences from this area and time

devoted to training are definitely a big barrier that before entrance should be carefully

considered. Moreover, customer satisfaction, strong brand name and long-term Pro-

staff’s relationship with managers of Slovak touristic establishments is another entry

barriers for new entrants. Further costs are associated with the necessary materials to

perform this service.

3.4.3 The bargaining power of customers

Due to increasing number of new animation and event agencies from former

employees, this force is high as the result of their service offer at reduced prices in

comparison with Pro-staff‘s prices (ČERNÁK, 2015). According to owner of the

company each of the current company’s clients (except of the Aquacity Poprad) have
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tried another supplier of these services, but finally almost all of them returned back to

Pro-staff (ČERNÁK, 2015).

3.4.4 The bargaining power of suppliers

In this case, the suppliers are providers of these services (animators, artists and

hostesses). The wage ranges between 4-6 euros/ per hour. In the comparison with

Slovak average wage per hour 3,90 is mostly satisfied remuneration. However, tourism

industry, specifically the animation is the field where the fluctuation of employees is

high. The main reason is composition of working team where majority consists of

students who after graduation prefer to apply for another positions. Subsequent cause is

constant contact with people and distance from home that drag down entertainers and it

could lead to failure.

From different power of view, problems should appear during event organization.

Cancellation of the event or inappropriate animators skills and behaviour could cause

loss of clients.

Therefore, the bargaining power of suppliers is high and staffing is considered such as

a key success factor for the company.

3.4.5 The threats of substitute products or services

In this case as substitutes can be considered any other form of entertainment which are

accessible for visitors in tourist facilities. The substitute, which completely replaces the

animation has not been recognized. For example, people in water can not do water

gymnastics without instructor, but on the other hand, a gym within touristic resort may

be sufficient substitute for a particular client.

3.5 Analysis 7S

The following analysis is elaborated on the basis of the Interview with the owner of the

company Mgr. Róbert Černák as well as the author's personal experiences. For more

information see Appendix 1.
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Strategy

As the key success factor, company management considers strong company name that

obtained by building its reputation since 2002. Company, as the first agency, introduced

the concept of animation in Slovak hotels, water parks, spas and wellness facilities.

Organization co-operates with animators and artists from Slovakia, Czech republic,

Austria and Hungary. To its clients is able to provide multilingual staff according to

their specific needs. Management is formed by people who have many years of

experiences as an animator at various positions and furthermore they are university

graduates with excellent managerial skills. Therefore the company is able to ensure

help in another areas within tourism such as gastronomy or catering. Prusak and Matson

(2006) consider knowledge as the most important strategic resource for building

competitive advantage. Tacit knowledge embedded in complex organizational routines

and developed from experiences tends to be unique and difficult to imitate. To acquire

similar knowledge have to engage in similar experiences. However, acquiring

knowledge through experience takes time. Pro-staff, operating 13 years in this domain,

poses competitive advantage in comparison with currently arising competitors from its

former employees.

Company will invest in continuous promotion by attending relevant trade events in

Slovakia, Czech republic and Austria to prove their reliability and professionalism. In

the case of expansion to the new markets, to gain the trust of the new potential buyers

will be achieved by good references from home country partnerships. To prove their

professionalism in high quality service and trust, company will provide free trial

delivery of services or at lower prices in comparison with normal prices. Development

of the new services and extending the existing range is a part of the strategy.

When acquiring a new business partner, one more strategy is used. Pro-staff finds

trainees, provide them unpaid internship with accommodation and diets. This is one of

the options how to reduce costs of new potential partners and be more attractive.
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The last presented strategy is about recruiting appropriate candidates. Talent hunters

visit schools of higher education and colleges, present company’ s activities and look

for suitable candidates, organize casting and at the end select the right candidates. After

the selection the process continues with training of new potential staff  (ČERNÁK,

2015).

Structure

The company has three partners Mgr. Róbert, Mgr. Cyril Černák and Ing. Karol

Kacvinsky. Mgr. Cyril Černák is responsible for the branch in Poland, while second

cousin makes decisions in the Slovak Republic and the Czech Republic. The Company

has a permanent "staff", which forms the administrative department, accounting and

managers or coordinators so-called "event" managers. As it mentioned above, from

2014 another cousin Ing. Karol Kacvinský became a partner, which also operates on the

Slovak market. Managers operate in different regions of Slovakia. These persons

collaborate with Pro-staff during whole the year. In addition to the permanent staff,

company weekly cooperates with more than 200 animators, artists and hostesses.

Number of persons depends on the weekly demand for the animation services. Reward

varies from the working hours and from the kind of performed event.

Systems

Company does not use specific system, neither intranet. For the administrative support

Windows 7 with Microsoft Office is applied. As communication tool for fulfilling free

positions with appropriate candidates, Facebook and e-mail communication are the most

used.

Style
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Regional managers supervise events in areas where they have responsibility.

Supervision means coordination, control and motivation of co-workers during the event

or animation period.

Staff

The firm does not have employees. Managers are self-employed and animators, artists

as well as hostesses are contracted by artist performance contract (agreement).

Information flow is organized by weekly management meetings. Communication with

non-pernament staff is mainly performed by social network Facebook and e-mail.

Skills

The category „Skills“ has already mentioned described in the first paragraph of this

section. Moreover, Róbert Černák has been working for 6 years as a guest relationship

manager in Switzerland as well as he has had opportunity to work into Austrian

environment. Owner is the author of the book „Animator of leisure “ (Animátor

voľného času) which is useful manual for beginners as well as for experienced

animators.

By operating 13 years on Slovak market, company has gained skills in following areas:

 selecting animators for day and evening entertainment who provide full-time

entertainment for hotel guests

 selecting and providing specialized sports personnel for holiday resorts (aerobics

& fitness instructors, diving and water-sport instructors, tennis teachers etc.) and

masseurs

 selecting and providing professional staff in other domains and professions

(hotel staff, waiters, barkeepers, chambermaids etc.)

 organization of animation trainings for beginners

 organization of castings for employers (hotels, animation companies etc.)

(PROSTAFF-EVENTY, 2015)

Shared values
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As the consequence of being small company, there is not exactly defined corporate

culture. According author’s working experiences subsequent shared values have been

found: firstly, customers are on the first place and company is able to provide wide as

well as flexible range of services. Secondly, company expects from its „employees“

loyalty and in return provides them various benefits in the form of free entrance for

various events. Organization of team building is considered as tool for enhancing

communication and relationships between colleagues.

3.6 Financial analysis

The author of this work would like to point out that the next financial analysis focuses

on the financial situation, resulting from the provision of services for tourist facilities as

well as organizing social events within an animation and event agency.

3.6.1 Profitability analysis
Table 6: Profitability analysis (SOURCE: Author's own work based on company
accounting records)

Profitability 2010 2011 2012 2013
ROI 0,012 0,19 0,20 0,24
ROA 0,24 0,18 0,19 0,23
ROE 0,11 0,69 0,44 0,35

ROS 0,35 0,76 0,57 0,66

The business activity performance indicates ROI (return on investment). Generally, the

indicator shows how effective are total liabilities invested in the company.  In the

monitored year, upward trend is represented.

The financial indicator ROA illustrates how well company uses its total assets to make a

profit regardless of the sources of financial structure. During the monitored period, the

company exceeds the recommended value (8%) almost in all years with the exception of

2010.  Between 2011- 2013, the change has been recognized because company started

its business activities as limited company with name Pro-staff. They extended provision
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of its services into to Slovak water parks, hotels and other tourist facilities. The

considerable difference observed between the 2010 and 2011 is due to cooperation with

SACR (Slovak agency of tourism). Company earned money by organizing social and

cultural events related to the presentation of Slovakia and the championship in ice

hockey. Moreover, they prepared project called ,Slovakia, little big country’’.

Another variable from the profitability indicators is return on equity ROE. ROE ratio is

an important measure of a company's earnings performance. In this case, large

fluctuation in performance measurement is seen. Although, ROE ratio is higher than

ROA ratio (except the first shown year) which means that the company effectively uses

sources of finance and therefore influence of financial leverage.

Overall assessment of the profitability of sales could be rated as increasing financial

performance. A decreasing trend was only in 2012 compared to 2011, in total company

increased the volume of its revenues.

Graph 2: Profitability development (Author's own source)
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3.6.2 Liquidity Analysis

Table 7: Liquidity analysis (Author's own work based on company accounting records)

Liquidity 2010 2011 2012 2013 Recommended values

Current ratio 0,56 1,12 4,53 2,92 1,5- 2,5

Quick ratio 0,56 1,12 4,53 2,92 > 1

Cash ratio 0,42 0,68 3,01 1,24 0,2 – 1,1

The current ratio or liquidity of third degree is generally expected to be within a range

of values 1,5 to 2,5 to be acceptable.  The period (2012 - 2013) can be assessed that the

company maintains its solvency. In the previous two years, there has been a slight

decline. The value, below the recommended rate has just appeared in 2010.

The quick liquidity or liquidity of second degree does not include stock into the

calculations. However, Pro-staff Ltd does not hold inventories, the upward trend with

the exception of the first year exceeds the desired value. Although from the perspective

of creditors higher quick ratio values are favourable, a significant portion of current

assets is bound in the form that brings low or no interest for the company. The final

result might adversely affect the company profitability. As mentioned above, company

does not have stock, thus attention should be given to money holding in bank accounts

and in cash.
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The last indicator from this group is cash ratio or liquidity of first degree. The ratio

shows the ability to repay debts. As the best year is considered 2012 where was an

increase of funds on the bank account. Acceptable values obtained from the calculations

proves company ability to pay its liabilities on time. This phenomenon is very positive

for the company as the consequence that money is the most liquid financial aggregate.

Graph 3: Liquidity development (SOURCE: Author's own work)
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In the year 2010, total assets turnover is 0,35 times what is result of low proportion of

sales to total assets. In the next shown year, the increase can be observed by cause of

increased sales. The increment has been influenced by boosting business of social,

cultural and sport event organization.  As literature reports, acceptable values range

from 1,6 to 3, Pro-staff Ltd. falls within these values in 2011. In following years, fewer

resources have been committed in assets thereby greater profit is obtained.

Values of fixed assets turnover between 2010 and 2013 are higher in comparison with

first indicator of this group and there is rising trend. From the company point of view, it

could be perceived as positive development. Nevertheless, to get more detailed

evaluation of this situation, the optimal comparison of companies in this field is needed.

Due to a lack of sources of business information could not be reached.

In the first two analysed years, receivable turnover period is significantly lower than

payables turnover period, what is an advantage for the company, since the money from

its customer may use to pay for its suppliers. In the next shown year, negative situation

has appeared because to cover its commitments must use another funds that could be

potentially used for its future investment opportunities.

Graph 4: Assets turnover development (SOURCE: Author's own work)
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Graph 5: Overview of turnover period receivables and payables (SOURCE: Author's
own work)

3.6.4 Leverage Analysis

Table 9: Leverage Analysis (SOURCE: Author's own work based on company
accounting records)

Leverage ratio 2010 2011 2012 2013
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indicator with upward trend since 2011. The interest coverage symbolizes how many

times generated profit excess interest payments.

3.6.5 Coverage debt analysis
Table 10: Coverage debt Analysis (Source: Author's own work based on company
accounting records)

Debt coverage 2011 2012 2013
Debt service coverage ratio 1,85 3,77 16,83

Interest coverage from
operating cash flow 33,15 17,24 7,68

Debt repayment in the period 2011-2013 was prolonged almost 4 times as the result of

increase in debt, specifically in the short-term liabilities. The growing number of the

partnerships requires higher quantity of animators. Therefore, rising debt coverage ratio

is due to the animation remuneration for more staff.

The calculation shows that company’s ability to pay interest on the basis of operating

cash flows is declining, nevertheless it not be considered as negative situation

development because the given values are still greater than 2,5.

3.6.6 System of ratio analysis

3.6.6.1 Altman index

Table 11: Overview of company financial health (SOURCE: Author's own work based
on company accounting records)

Year Indicator X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

2010

Weight indicator 0,717 0,847 3,107 0,42 0,998

Value of indicator -0,03 0,00 0,01 1,09 0,35

Product of values -0,02 0,00 0,04 0,46 0,35

The sum of values 0,47

2011
Weight indicator 0,717 0,847 3,107 0,42 0,998

Value of indicator 0,07 0,00 0,19 0,3 2,44

Product of values 0,05019 0,00 0,59 0,13 2,44
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The sum of values 3,20

2012

Weight indicator 0,717 0,847 3,107 0,42 0,998

Value of indicator 0,54 0,14 0,2 0,56 3,42

Product of values 0,38718 0,12 0,62 0,24 3,41

The sum of values 4,78

2013

Weight indicator 0,717 0,847 3,107 0,42 0,998

Value of indicator 0,56 0,27 0,24 1,01 3,55

Product of values 0,40152 0,23 0,75 0,42 3,54

The sum of values 5,34

According to Altman Z index, company Pro-staff Ltd. is financially stable company that

creates value for its owners. The higher value than 2,9 shows positive results of

business development.  In the case of considerable investment, the firm is able to prove

its credibility for potential creditors.

The company achieved an unsatisfactory result only in the first year, caused by X1

Altman index where company had more liabilities in comparison with current assets.

3.6.6.2 INDEX IN 05

Year Indicator X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

2010

Weight indicator 0,13 0,04 3,97 0,21 0,09

Value of indicator 9 0,00 0,01 0,35 0,29

Product of value 1,17 0,00 0,05 0,07 0,03

The sum of values 1,32

2011

Weight indicator 0,13 0,04 3,97 0,21 0,09

Value of indicator 1,37 9 0,19 2,44 1,12

Product of values 0,18 0,36 0,75 0,51 0,10

The sum of values 1,9

2012

Weight indicator 0,13 0,04 3,97 0,21 0,09

Value of indicator 1,56 9 0,2 3,42 4,53

Product of values 0,20 0,36 0,79 0,72 0,41

The sum of values 2,68

2013

Weight indicator 0,13 0,04 3,97 0,21 0,09

Value of indicator 2,01 9 0,24 3,55 2,92

Product of values 0,26 0,36 0,94 0,75 0,26

The sum of values 2,57
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Index IN05 confirms the fact from the previous calculation that company is thriving and

financially healthy. According to theory presented in previous chapter, company will

not bankrupt with 92 % of probability and will create value for its owners with 95 % of

probability

Graph 6: The development of company financial health (SOURCE: Author's own work
based on company accounting records)

3.7 Kralicek Quick test of company Pro-staff Ltd.

Table 12: Company's Quick Test 2011 (Author's own work based on company
accounting records)

FINANCIAL STABILITY STABILITY OF REVENUE

Indicator

Equity/ Total Assets
Debt settlement

Period from
Cash Flow

Operating
CF/Sales ROA

[%] [years] [%] [%]

Power of capital Indebtedness Financial
efficiency Profitability

Value of the
ratio 21,80 % 0,78 16% 19,80%

0,47

3,2

4,78
5,34

1,32
1,9

2,68 2,57

2010 2011 2012 2013
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Grade of the
ratio 2 1 1 1

Grade of
financial
stability

1,5 _

Grade of
stability of

revenue
_ 1

TOTAL Grade 1,25

Table 13: Company's Quick Test 2012 (SOURCE: Author's own work based on
company accounting records)

FINANCIAL STABILITY STABILITY OF REVENUE

Indicator

Equity/ Total Assets
Debt settlement

Period from
Cash Flow

Operating
CF/Sales ROA

[%] [years] [%] [%]

Power of capital Indebtedness Financial
efficiency Profitability

Value of the
ratio 35,8 % (-0.45) 4,9 % 20,6 %

Grade of the
ratio 1 1 4 1

Grade of
financial
stability

1 _

Grade of
stability of

revenue
_ 2,5

TOTAL Grade 1,75
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Table 14: Company's Quick Test 2013 (Source: Author's own work based on company
accounting records

FINANCIAL STABILITY STABILITY OF REVENUE

Indicator

Equity/ Total Assets
Debt settlement

Period from
Cash Flow

Operating
CF/Sales ROA

[%] [years] [%] [%]

Power of capital Indebtedness Financial
efficiency Profitability

Value of the
ratio 50,3 % 1,63 0,8% 24,05%

Grade of the
ratio 1 1 4 1

Grade of
financial
stability

1 _

Grade of
stability of

revenue
_ 2,5

TOTAL Grade 1,75

According to calculations obtained from Kralicek Quick Test, company Pro-staff Ltd.

has total grade (arithmetical average of all grades) less than 2 in every analysed period.

Kralicek Quick Test confirms results from Altman index and Index IN 05 where good

overall financial standing of the company has been described. Company financial

stability is excellent whereas revenue stability shows worse results. Special attention

should be paid in the field of financial efficiency.

3.8 Employee analysis

By interview with the company owner, main company concerns have been identified.

As one of the mayor issue, staff fluctuation has been mentioned together with employee

loyalty and competition arising from former employee. Therefore the following

questionnaire is constructed with the intention to confirm owner’s statement or reject it.
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3.8.1 Evaluation of questionnaire

A total of 50 questionnaires were sent out and 44 returned back for the evaluation. The

questionnaire consists of 5 parts where different evaluation methods have been used.

The questionnaire attended 43,18 % of respondents aged between 18-20, 47,73 %
between 21-30, 6,82% between 31-40, 2,27 % between 41-50 and 0 % over 50 years.

The questionnaire is attached in Appendix 2.

3.8.1.1 Characterization of respondents

The first part contains additional information about respondents and the evaluation of

the returned questionnaire was made as a percentage share by using pie-charts.

Graph 7: Job position of respondents (SOURCE: Author's own work based on
questionnaire outputs)

Several times mentioned employee fluctuation is confirmed by following graph where
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Graph 8: Length of working contract (SOURCE: Author's own work based on
questionnaire outputs)

The following question has been asked as the result of interview with company owner

where he highlights as company strengths “family business“. 2 of 4 managers are

family related to CEO of company.

Graph 9: Composition of family members in Pro-staff Ltd. (SOURCE: Author's own
work based on questionnaire outputs)
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No, I just know him as company
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No. I do not know him.
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3.8.1.2 Communication and Information Sharing

The second part of questionnaire has focused on communication and information

sharing.  The evaluation system used in this part consists of questions with following

possible answers:

1) Strongly agree

2) Somewhat Agree

3) Neither Agree nor Disagree

4) Somewhat Disagree

5) Strongly Disagree

1 – The best result, 5 - the worst result for the company.
The subsequent chart represents average number of answers from respondents. The

number lower than 2 could be considered as positive result for the company whereas the

number higher than 2 represents areas need to be improved.

26 of the respondents somewhat disagree that company uses good information system

and they get information on time and in required quality. Only 4 respondents somewhat

agree with good information sharing. There is evidence above that company uses

facebook and email as communication tools. According the results, the information

sharing and also effort in obtaining opinions of the employee has been negatively

ranked.
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Graph 10: Evaluation of communication and information sharing within the company
(SOURCE: Author's own work based on questionnaire outputs)

3.8.1.3 Employee loyalty
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Graph 11: Staff interest in collaboration with another animation company (Author's own
work based on questionnaire outputs)

Unpleasant result is showed by chart below because of 37,81 % of respondents who got

direct job offer from Pro-staff’s partners and another 29,03 % of respondents who got

job offer from former Pro-staff’s employees. These outputs lead author of this thesis to

the fact that mayor attention should be paid on staff satisfaction as well as partner

requirements.

Graph 12: Overview of Pro-staff's competitors (SOURCE: Author's own work based on
questionnaire outputs)
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64,29 % got offer with better financial reward in this field and 28,57 % have pointed out

benefits for entertainers.

Graph 13: Acceptance of job offer (SOURCE: Author's own work based on
questionnaire outputs)

The serious problem is recognized by next question where 64,29 % of staff uses part of

Pro-staff’s animation program while making program for another animation or event

company. 21,43 % uses fully program obtained from Pro-staff while making program

for competitive agency. Only 7,14 % of entertainers who work for another company

got programme from them. The mayor attention will be paid to this issue in the part of

suggestions and proposals of this diploma thesis.
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Graph 14: Use of Pro-staff know-how (Author's own work based on outputs from
questionnaire)

3.8.2 Employee’s attitude to Pro-staff Ltd.

The fourth part represents employee relationship to company. There is used

combination of evaluation techniques from both previous sections.

Refer back to interview with company owner where fluctuation of employees as one of

the main company issue has been presented, author of this diploma thesis would like to

confirm or refute owner’s statement. There are 63,64 % of animators who lately think

about leaving from the company as the consequence of inadequate financial reward and

time dedicated to the job. Moreover, 2 of 4 managers (not family members) have chosen

the same answers. Only almost 12 % of respondents have not thought about withdrawal.

It is obvious that company has to focus on this issue in the future.
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Graph 15: Employee reasons for leaving the company (SOURCE: Author's own work
based on questionnaire outputs)

The result from following question is more than 70 % of current staff does not consider

Pro- staff as an employer for long-term period.

Graph 16: Planned period of working in Pro-staff Ltd.  (Author's own work based on
outputs from questionnaire)
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The next part is evaluated with scoring system where 1 is the best for the company

whereas 5 the worst.

24 respondents have chosen the answer  “somewhat disagree” for the question if they

consider Pro-staff Ltd. as well managed company. Therefore, the main part of chapter

“Recommendations and Proposals” focus on this field.

Graph 17: Employee attitude to Pro-staff Ltd. (SOURCE: Author's own work based on
questionnaire outputs)

3.8.2.1 Employee satisfaction

The questionnaire focused on staff satisfaction with the job where same evaluation
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achievement where 26 respondents somewhat agree and 10 strongly agree that their job

gives them sense of personal achievement.

Thus this, it could be generally concluded that staff enjoys its job nevertheless they

perceive themselves sparsely rewarded.

Graph 18: Employee satisfaction with the job (SOURCE: Author's own work based od
questionnaire outputs)

Interesting result has showed by question about important factor where 52,27 % of

respondents put on the first place free time. The results correspond with the previous

outputs where staff complaint about time dedicated to its job. However, they should

take account that they work seasonally. Pro-staff ‘s staff do not consider interpersonal

relationship as one the most important aspect of the job, only 2, 27 % of respondents

have chosen this possibility.
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Graph 19: Job importance factors (SOURCE: Author's own work based on
questionnaire outputs)

38,64 % of staff would like to get employee benefit and almost 30 % of respondents

consider better financial reward as tool for improvement of working conditions. An

interesting result is 22, 73 % of staff would like to have better interaction between

coordinators (managers) and rest of staff. This fact confirms previous result from part

Information and Communication sharing.

Graph 20: Suggestions for the company improvement (SOURCE: Author's own work
based on questionnaire outputs)
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3.9 SWOT Analysis

The last analysis from analytical part is made on the basis of results obtained by

previous research.

Strengths

 History of the company – the first project called „CLUB MARKÍZA“ started

in 2002.

 Very well trained staff

 Company owners and company managers have been working on different

position in tourism industry. To overcome just provision of general

information, author of this diploma thesis adds a practical example. In 1999,

Mr. Černák worked as a chief entertainer for luxury hotel in Cyprus. The hotel

has been located close to entertainment centre with lots of club and other

attractions. Daily sales were satisfying whereas during evenings many

customers had fun outside of the resort. Average evening sales were 531 eur

before introducing animation programme to the hotel. After several interviews

with management of hotel, Mgr. Černák planned and performed 14- days

night animation programme that repeated every two weeks.  The expected

economic effect showed in short time and the average of nighttime sales

increased to 2124 euros (KACVINSKÝ, 2008).

 Strong family business

 Portál Viva- Slovakia is Pro-staff‘s project with several objectives. Firstly, it

serves as an overview of animation programme and possibilities in tourism

establishments in Slovakia, then the portal makes easier holiday planning for

customers. Secondly, Viva – Slovakia includes photos and video of current

working entertainers and it enables to represent themselves. Finally, the

project is form of marketing and advertisement for Pro-staff’s clients because

there are presentation of each touristic resort where Pro-staff delivers its

services.
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Weakness

 Loyalty of employees

 Fluctuation of employees

 Organization and leadership

 Knowledge and Information sharing (The company does not have own IT

system)

Opportunities

 Development of business activities within event agency, subcontractor

animation services for event agency in Slovakia

 Penetration of Czech market (organization of corporate events for Czech

companies)

 Expansion to Austrian and Hungarian market

 Polish market penetration

Threats

 Potential new entrants - after some time, entertainers use to have higher self-

confidence and feeling about being able to make business on their own and try

to overcome Pro-staff by offering their services at lower prices (ČERNÁK,

2015).

 Tourism industry should consider the uncontrollable threats such as hurricanes

and tornadoes or violence from terrorism. Bad weather could cause

unexpected conditions for tourist holidays.  For instance, TUI Travel has been

fought with natural forces in France, where as the result of unfavourable

weather conditions and road closures, thousands of passengers were unable to

reach resorts to start their holiday or return home after a Christmas ski break.

(FINANCIAL TIMES, 2014)

 Government policy of Slovak republic - new laws limit recruitment agency to

charge fee for intermediation of placement
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3.10 Summary of chapter

The presented analytical part has provided analysis of external and internal company’s

environment. PESTEL analysis has outlined positive as well as negative factors

influencing company performance. To conclude Porter’s five forces, the barriers of

entering the industry are low as the consequence of no great investment required,

neither governmental limitations are presented. The bargaining power of customers is

high because there are small competitors competing by lower prices in Slovak market

(ČERNÁK, 2015).  7S analysis helped to understand company’s business structure.

Interview attached in appendix 1 contains relevant information for this chapter.

Company owner has mentioned the great company’s issue, competition arising from

former employees as well as fluctuation of employees. The statement has been

confirmed by questionnaire that was given to 4 managers and 1 accountant and 39

entertainers. Several times mentioned loyalty of employees does not belong to company

strengths. Approximately 64 % of respondents have used part of Pro-staff’s know while

making animation program for competitive agency and 21 % of respondents have used

fully know-how learned in Pro-staff while working for competition. Therefore the next

chapter will focus on this problem as well. Moreover, another issues have been

recognized. Inadequate information sharing and communication within organization,

employees have highlighted. According financial analysis and Kralicek’s Quick Test

company is financially stable and there is no prediction for the bankrupcy although

there are described limitations of financial ratios that should be taking into

consideration when results of financial analysis are assessed. Moreover, BCG matrix is

recommended to analyse company’s portfolio although there is not presented in this

master’s thesis as the consequence of lack of information related to market share and

percentage share of company’s revenues.

The chapter ends with SWOT analysis that summarize strengths and weakness already

mentioned above as well as opportunities such Czech and Polish market penetration and

threats for instance, government and climate conditions.
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4 PROPOSALS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The last part of this master’s thesis deals with author’s own recommendations and

proposals. Following recommendations are made on the basis of previous analysis

presented in this diploma thesis as well as author’s own experience with Pro-staff Ltd.

Many factors that affect the firm have been identified.

In the light of Porter’s five forces analysis and Interview with head of the company,

arising competition from former employees has been defined as an issue need to be

solved. Moreover, the CEO of the company highlights strong fluctuation between Pro-

staff ‘s staff, hence author’s of this paper prepared questionnaire for them to find root

cause of mentioned problems above as well as to collect information about employee

satisfaction with the job and working conditions. As already commented above, there is

a list of basic facts from analytical part that are used as underlying assumptions for

making recommendations of company improvement.

 4 of 8 Pro-staff’s managers had attended the questionnaire and they pointed out

inadequate financial reward in comparison with time dedicated to their job.

Reorganization of management could be positive for future business

development therefore it is proposed to improve HR department by hiring HR

manager.

 Another unpleasant result is almost 85 % of respondents who has used fully or

part of Pro-staff’s know-how while making animation programme for another

company therefore the precaution related to protect company name and strength

brand position is outlined.

 Refer back to the problem about arising competition where new entrants

compete with lower prices, it is suggested that Pro-staff Ltd. focused on quality

of service provision. The continual improvement of service quality is another

topic that concern submitted proposals and recommendations. As one of the

possibility to increase service quality and get competitive advantage, the

introduction of mystery shopper into Pro-staff’s services will be presented. From

different point of view the quality of service provision could be reached by
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information timeliness and accuracy. Due to the fact that, 60 % of respondents

express negative opinions about current information system, it is recommended

to pay attention in communication and information sharing within organization.

In addition, almost 57% of respondents “somewhat” or “absolutely” disagree

that company is well managed.

Table 15: Suggested areas for improvement (SOURCE: Author's own work)

Area Suggestion for improvement

Recruitment and selection

Clearly defined job description, Recruitment

(casting) which consist of personal performance

and interview, there is suggested to add the test

composed of model situation for instance How

you would react in specific situation?

Employee relations
Labour Agreements, Performance Management,

Disciplinary Procedures, Employee Recognition

Employee communication

INTRANET - Sharing knowledge and

information, more detailed description is provided

below

Definition of

responsibilities

Each manager has to attend selection process

where people (employees) for its region are

selected.

Internal communication

Policies and Procedures – Organization of

coordinator’s weekly meeting. If there is not

possibility to meet personally because of physical

distance, via Skype could be used.

Management reporting

Training and development New employee orientation, staff development
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4.1 The proposal of a new human resources system

As the reader of this paper can see the composition of positions in the company does not

include specific HR position. The next proposal consist of suggestions and

recommendations how to improve current company recruitment, selection and training

process as well as sustainability of employees.

The company should increase quality of its services thus hiring experienced HR

manager with the following features:

 business awareness and management skills

 Experiences in the field of animation abroad (for instance, Switzerland,
Italia) where at the same time summer and winter tourism is developed.

 Organizational skills and the ability to understand detailed information

 Interpersonal skills to form effective working relationships with people at all

levels

 Understanding of business environment as well as requirements of tourism in

Slovakia as well as trends and objectives stated by government

 Integrity and approachability, as managers and staff must feel able to discuss

sensitive and confidential issues with him

 Curiosity and a willingness to challenge organizational rules where necessary

because of abstinence of corporate culture in company.

 Potential to handle a leadership role.

The suggested conditions for HR manager are: wage - 900 euros /monthly, car,

notebook and mobile phone. The following parts of this master’s thesis focus on areas

need to be improved according interview with company as well as results of

questionnaire and SWOT analysis.
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4.2 Recruitment and selection

Current system of recruitment and selection consists of following parts: firstly,

applicants send curriculum vitae to company and they are registered into to company

database. Secondly, they should attend casting. The casting is formed by selection

process composed from two parts. First of them is based on personal performance

(dance, sing, any kind of exercise). If applicants success, they proceed to second part

what is personal interview. It they success again, they get job offer from company. The

subsequent changes are proposed:

It is recommended to introduce an application process based on point scale.

Table 16: Suggestion for improvement of recruitment proces (SOURCE: Author’s own
work)

Parts of recruitment process Focus on Maximum of points

Motivation letter and CV Languages, Education 10

Personal performance
Public speaking, physical

fitness
15

Interview 10

Writing test

Questions with model

situation for instance, how

you would react when the

child disappears from the

mini club?

15

Applicants can gain the maximum point 50. They will be divided into three different

groups A, B, C according gained points. The system should be use in the case of hiring

new entertainers. The first group A is composed by applicants to be able placed into the

service immediately. For the people from group B, it is recommendable to occupy

positions within bigger animation team where different animation activities are

organized by more than one person. Applicants with total points less than 38 (group c)

have the opportunity to get job too but before the working process have to attend the

course. The course lasts one weekend and it costs 50 euros/person. At the end of course,
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they obtain the certification from the company. The system might increase effectiveness

of recruitment and selection process as well as decrease discrepancies between

customer’s need and staff’s skills. Besides that, the proposal for training being paid

from potential entertainers should increase the number of people really motivated to get

this job.

Table 17: Suggestion for selection process (Author's own work)

A 91 -100 % (45- 50 points)

B 75% -90% (38-45 points)

C 50% - 74 % (25-37 points)

4.3 Process of continual improvement

4.3.1 Mystery shopper1 or qualitative method of market research

In the introduction of this chapter has been mentioned that company should compete by

offering service of high quality. The solution, to increase customer satisfaction is

quality control.  On the one hand, there is no method how to measure customer

satisfaction. On the second hand, it could be helpful tool to recognize weakness of

current animation team and give advices for improvement. From different point of view,

there is almost 39 % of respondents who would like to get benefits from company and

almost 30 % of respondents complaint about financial reward, therefore outputs

obtained by mystery shopper could be used as the base for preparation of future reward

system.

Mystery shopper should visit touristic establishments once during the summer season

(july, august) once per month. Mystery shopper should attend animation activities in

hotel, waterparks etc.

1 Mystery shopping or a mystery consumer is a tool used externally by market research companies,
watchdog organizations, or internally by companies themselves to measure quality of service, or
compliance with regulation, or to gather specific information about products and services
(BUSINESSDICTIONARY, 2015).
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Table 18: Suggestion for areas of mystery shopping (SOURCE: Author's own work)

Research area Specification

Organization Compliance with the length of

programme and timetable

Visage of animators Clean uniforms

Working environment Cleanliness (mini club, the main stage,

backstage)

Communication Dealing with the guests

There is difference in comparison with another companies where mystery shopper could

attend several subsidiaries during one day, there is a need to spend all day in touristic

establishment to get quality outputs of market research, customer’s need and quality of

staff.

Table 19: Estimated costs of mystery shopper  per day / per touristic establishment
(SOURCE: Author's own work)

Costs In euro/ per day

Entrance to water park 20 -25 euros

Reward for mystery shopper 20 euros/day/touristic establishment

Travel reimbursement 15-30 euros

Spending (food, water etc.) 15 euros

For animation team with overall evaluation higher than 90 %, there is recommendation

to provide benefits in form of season ticket for fitness. Moreover, costs of fitness season

ticket could decrease tax base of company.

4.4 Company name and brand

Several times is already written in this thesis that company Pro-staff Ltd. introduced the

concept of animation into to hotel water parks and another touristic establishments in

Slovakia. Moreover, with introduction of animation, owners of the company invented
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animation programme based on their working experience abroad. The program extended

between entertainers and its business partners. The subsequent suggestion and

recommendations are based on these facts: 64,29 % of respondents has used the part of

Pro-staff’s program when working for its competitors whereas 21,43% has used fully

program invented by Pro-staff. Author’s of this diploma thesis comes up with proposal

of trademark registration for packages of animation program.

Table 20: Proposal of trademark registration ( Author's own work elaborated according
Pro- staff's summer offer 2015  and UPV SR, 2015)

Service class List of services
Basic

number

Pro-staff ‘s
thematic

animation
program

41 Education;
entertainment;

sports and

cultural
activities.

Arranging and conducting of

workshop
410076

Mini disco with

Panda Vande Pro-

staff’s Pirates

Organization of shows 410083

ABBA party, Viva

la fiesta,

Hollywood night

Holiday camp services 410055
Travel around the

world with STAFFI

Competitions (organization of

education or entertainment)
410059

The Olympics

game

There is an example of possible animation package programs that could be included into

the trademark registration. When Pro-staff’s current clients decide to ensure animation

services on their own without personnel from Pro-staff, they can use the same program

though licensing agreement. The trademark registration might include packages of

kinder party presented in chapter 3. The aim of this suggestion is increase company

name brand a strength company brand between competitors arising from former Pro-

staff’s employees.  For the reason that company operates in Czech republic and Poland,

it is strongly recommended to invest in international trademark registration. The
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following estimated costs are based on calculation according Madrid system2.

Table 21: Estimated costs for trademark registration (SOURCE: WIPO, 2015)

Basic fee where any reproduction of the

mark is in color
838 euros

Complementary fee : (CZ, PL) 2 x 93 186 euros

Total 1024 euros

4.5 Reward system

The following group of recommendations related to Pro-staff Ltd. is mainly prepared

according to questionnaire and interview with company owner. These two methods of

primary research have shown the most serious company problems. CEO of the company

points out employee loyalty and employee fluctuation as the biggest current company

issue. Questionnaire made by 44 Pro-staff workers confirms fears of company owner

about fluctuation.

The result from the questionnaire is 29,55 % of respondents is not satisfied with

financial reward and almost 60% of respondents has lately thought about leaving the

company as the consequence of inadequate amount of money and time dedicated to its

job nevertheless financial reward system is not proposed. Due to the fact, that company

does not have the exact number of employees, there is no possibility to calculate

productivity indicator. Average wage per hour has already been compared with Slovak

hourly wage and there is no evidence, that company provide insufficient reward in

comparison to Slovak standards. However, to reduce number of entertainers who has

accepted job offer from another animation agency, there is following recommendation:

2 The Madrid System is a solution for registering and managing marks worldwide. In allows to file one
application, in one language, and pay one set of fees to protect the mark in the territories of up to 95
members. Manage your portfolio of marks through one centralized system (WIPO, 2015).
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According legal conditions of PESTEL analysis, Slovakia has railway services for

students aged up 26 free of charge. As mentioned above, company shall reimburse

travel costs up to 15 euros/event (action)/ entertainer. To motivate entertainers, the firm

could use saved money as reward for animators. Therefore, it is suggested, financial

reward according scheme below. Considering the fact that the majority of the one-day

events occur during weekend, maximum number 4 for attended events has been chosen

by author of this diploma thesis.

Table 22:  Suggestion of financial reward for event providers (SOURCE: Author's own
work)

Number of
events/month

Number of seasons
in Pro-staff

Financial
reward

% increase in hourly
rate

3 2 15 euros 15 %

3 More than 2 30 euros 30 %

4 2 45 euros 35 %

4 More than 2 60 euros 45 %

Conditions: Entertainers have to deliver valid travel document. For these purposes an

event means: each kind of social, cultural and sports event as well as short-term

(weekend) animation in hotel, water parks etc. in duration between 1-3 days. As a

season is considered from May to October (summer season) and from November to

April (winter season).  Average reward per hour is 4 euro and average of working hours

is 8 per day.

4.6 Communication and Information Sharing

7S analysis, specially part ,,SYSTEMS’’ shows that company does not use any specific

IT system. Almost 38 % of respondents strongly disagree with the fact that company

provides information on time and in required quality. 22 % of respondents disagree with

information timeliness and quality. Moreover, overall evaluation 3, 86 of IT system

within group communication and information sharing confirms required changes in this

field.
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The profile on social network Facebook and email, these are basic company ́s engines

used for looking for right candidates. Due to the fact that email is full of problems,

thanks to unwanted advertisement, sender can never guarantee that a particular email

will reach intended recipient (NACHT AND CHANEY 2007) and facebook can be

entered by anyone. Managers have to deal with a big mass of information and

unstructured data from facebook ́s profile from individuals or emails. Collection of

unstructured data from facebook and emails is time consuming but more importantly

mismatching between information about clients requirements and tacit knowledge of

staff could influence the future demand. Therefore, a solution of how to simplify and

integrate business process could be the Intranet3 implementation (DU RAND, 2000)

explained on the following pages.

4.6.1 Managing information

Intranet’s impact undoubtedly focuses on information delivery. Improved options of

information delivery lead to tangible Intranet ́s benefits such as cost saving. Whilst

considerable number of authors (CHAFFEY AND WOODS 2005; BERNARD 1998;

CHAFFEY AND WHITE 2011) pay attention to direct cost savings in terms of reduced

cost of printing, different points of view can be emphasized as well. Pro-staff Ltd.

reimburses travel expenses to people who organize the events. Therefore, improved

information delivery, for instance by posting event location on “corporate discussion

forum” designed especially for each area (within Slovakia, Czech republic, Poland,

Germany, Austria) enables to put entertainers, artists or hostesses together within one

region. That could help to reduce the cost of travelling as they could often travel

together if they knew about each other’s travel plans. Instead of fuel reimbursement for

three cars, agency could reimburse the fuel for one car only. Moreover they will have

opportunity to see their co-workers before an event start. Intranet application can

facilitate managing information which influences the cost of event organization and the

final effect is leading to greater net profit. Moreover, lower cost in comparison with its

competitors should increase company’s competitive advantage.

3 Intranet is in-house computer network facilitates information and file sharing within closed group of
users as well as enhancing communication, effectiveness of team work and cost reduction (KAYE et al.,
2003).
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4.6.2 Sharing knowledge

The company’s core business comes from re-using internal knowledge accumulated

(DU RAND, 2000) by entertainers over the years. Recruitment, selection and training of

the new candidates are part of company’s business plan every year (PROSTAFF, 2015)

‘How-to’ transfer knowledge from worker to worker is one of the most important tasks

in any organization. Taking into the consideration, the tacit knowledge is difficult to

record, so it is difficult to share. Firstly, it refers to experience. Secondly, the most of

tacit knowledge remains locked –up in people’s heads and techniques for sharing are

e.g. the learning process. In order to share, the knowledge must have the structure.

However, the solution could be to convert implicit knowledge to explicit

(externalization) via synchronous collaborative tools video and audio where tacit

knowledge acquires a structure in a form of a video and it becomes the learning tool for

entertainers (DAVYDOV, 2001; CHAFREY AND WHITE, 2011). Taking into

consideration that majority of events, entertaining program or repeated choreography

are recorded on video and these are furthermore stored in company’s computers.

Therefore establishing collaborative tool video streaming (CHAFREY AND WHITE,

2011) as a part of company’s Intranet will facilitate delivering and exchanging the

entertainer ́s tacit knowledge. YouTube and iTunes has demonstrated the power of

video and audio (MENCHESTER, 2009) hereby company ́s Intranet should be

enhanced by these possibilities, especially when company is engaged in intangible

business such as service provision.

4.6.3 Managing knowledge

Besides sharing knowledge which is mentioned above author need to discuss managing

knowledge. Employees profiles together with their skills, experience, photos, even

their performances recorded on video that are available on company ́s Intranet help to

reduce barriers when it comes to questions such as “what are they doing?” or even “how

they are doing?. The fact is that company exploits Facebook users profile and e-mail for

obtaining relevant information but information published online and accessed through

different methods by different sorts of formats is often structured in a disorganized way

(DAVYDOV, 2001; CALLANGHAN, 2002). Therefore, the current methods for
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managing information can increase potential failure (DAVYDOV, 2001) to effectively

accomplish client ́s need. By viewing all available skills and experience of the staff, the

manager might manage the information about entertainer ́s knowledge more precisely

according to client ́s requirement and avoid potential misunderstanding between client ́s

requirement and entertainer ́s ability. For instance, placing someone as a presenter and

that individual is actually not comfortable with making a public speech. Thus this could

be concluded that managing of complete, accurate data and information related to

knowledge of individuals can increase likelihood right decision (DAVYDOV, 2001

when placing the best staff.

4.6.4 Information and data organization

In the case of business activities such as event organization, accurate data such as time

and day of the event together with number of participants must be properly captured.

“Online scheduling” allows becoming familiar with group of event participants before

the event starts (BRADLEY ET AL., 2011). Moreover, it can be updated as often as

required which is one of the principal intranet ́s benefit (DU RAND, 2000).

Furthermore, if undesired moment occurs such as cancellation of event ́s participant, for

example for healthy reasons, the regional manager is able to react promptly and he is

able to find appropriate alternative. Generally, the ‘event-driven' publishing through

Intranet allows organizations to adapt more efficiently to changing conditions (Du Rand

2000) through well structured data and effective use of information After event

reporting is part of manager job. Therefore, another positive outcome arising from using

the Intranet within an organization is saving manager’s time (DU RAND, 2000).

The implementation of Intranet enables the Pro-staff management not only to improve

use and information sharing, but also managing their most valuable asset - knowledge.

To conclude the previous study and recommendations, there is clear evidence that

technologies facilitate people ́s living, improve communication and if used the right way

they should increase efficiency as well as profitability within an organization. If Pro-

staff succeeds in managing people by using the managing knowledge to effectively use

the Intranet, they can gain competitive advantage on the market. As Robertson (2006)
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clarifies, employee motivation for using the Intranet must be of tangible benefit. In

other words, it is important to place emphasis on staff valuation and creating possibility

for their self-development.

Implementation of Intranet requires major initial investment in hardware, IT

infrastructure, person who will be responsible for functionality of system. To overcome

great initial Investment when Intranet introduction, there is recommended Cloud based

Intranet resolution.

The considerable number of companies offers software packages however they usually

contain full range of unneeded services. Pricing is made according to the number of

licenses and it is usually created for large companies with permanent staff. As company

Pro-staff is small with its size and number of entertainers is constantly changing and it

depends on weekly demand (between 100-200 entertainers/ week) therefore the form of

licences is unsatisfactory and because of high costs. Therefore author’s of this thesis

after consultation with IT specialist suggests programming of own web-application that

would fit to the company requirements stated above. The web-app will operate on the

basis of webhosting rental.

There are estimated costs for initial investment elaborated according mwebdesign.cz.

The costs for programmer are calculated follows: wage 11 euros/hour and estimated

duration of preparation is between 150- 200 hours.

Table 23: Estimated cots of IT system implementation (SOURCE: MAYER, 2015 AND
KUGLER, 2015)

Programer 1660 – 2220 euros/ initial investment

Service/ Editing 37 – 110 euros /month

Rental of Webhosting 20 euros/ month

Although, considerable number of suggestions with costs are represented in this part,

the exact payback period of investment is not possibly to calculate. Firstly, company

does not have evidence about costs that originated by fluctuation of employees.

Secondly, pricing lists for customers varies according specific needs. Thirdly, outlined

suggestions are applicable in different period and could not be implemented at the same

time.
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4.7 Summary of chapter

The last chapter represents author’s proposals and recommendations for improvement

of company. Suggestions are based on results obtained from the analyses in the chapter

3. There is presented proposal for HR system that should improve managing of people

within an organization. To strength company brand a protect company name is proposed

trademark. In the light of continual improvement of service quality, there is

recommended to introduce mystery shopper into the business process. As the result of

mismatch in communication and information sharing, intranet solution is proposed.

To conclude the previous study and recommendations, there is clear evidence that

technologies facilitate people ́s living, improve communication and if used the right way

they should increase efficiency as well as profitability within an organization. If Pro-

staff succeeds in managing people by using the managing knowledge to effectively use

the Intranet, they can gain competitive advantage on the market.

“Computers are incredibly fast, accurate and stupid – human beings are incredibly slow,

inaccurate and brilliant. Together they are powerful beyond imagination” (CHAFFEY

WHITE 2011).
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CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this thesis has been to elaborate the analysis of the current

company`s situation as well as providing recommendations and suggestions for its

improvement. Author has chosen firm Pro-staff Ltd. operating in tourism due to its 5

years working experience.

To achieve stated aims, the subsequent steps have been followed. Firstly, relevant

Czech and foreign literature for theoretical background has been used what reader of

this paper can see in chapter 2.

Chapter 3 has begun with detailed company presentation. After that analytical part has

been elaborated to become familiar with external and internal business environment.

For macro analysis has been chosen PESTEL analysis where factors influencing

company performance have been identified. To recognize Pro-staff‘s competitors Porter

five forces has been selected. Further analytical part contains analyses of company

internal environment. To provide qualitative picture of company insights, author has

used 7S analysis. The current financial situation has been outlined by financial analysis

and Kralicek Quick Test. Although there are limitations of financial ratios that should

be taken into account while making conclusions from this part. Company owner pointed

out several weakness such as employee fluctuation and loyalty as well as the

competition arising form former Pro-staff’s employees. Therefore research in form of

questionnaire has been made to confirm or reject owner fears. The questionnaire was

given to the employees and confirmed owner’s statement. Moreover it shows another

company weakness in the field of communication and information sharing as well as in

managing people.

The last part consists of author’s own suggestions and recommendations based on the

evidence and outputs from previous parts. The chapter 4 concerns proposal of company

HR system. To protect company know-how and to strength brand, trademark
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registration is proposed. In the light of increasing number of new competitors, there is

need of continual improvement of service quality nevertheless suggestion for

introduction of mystery shopping is included in this master thesis. As the consequence

of discrepancies in information sharing it has been suggested that Pro-staff Ltd. should

implement the Intranet strategy to increase the service quality by reducing the gap

between requirements of their clients and skills and experiences by its staff. Therefore

the goal is not only to meet their client ́s expectations but to even exceed them. That

might could lead to maximizing of customer ́s satisfaction and credibility in the eye of

its customers.

To conclude this thesis, author provided deep company’s analysis and with the intention

to reduce company weaknesses made a recommendations and proposals for its

improvement although there are still many areas that should be paid attention in the

future.
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APPENDIX 1: INTERVIEW WITH MGR. RÓBERT
ČERNÁK

1. What are the most common problems of the company?

 Policy of the Slovak Government - new laws limit recruitment agency to

charge fee for intermediation of placement

 Globalisation and internet -People prefer to look for jobs themselves and this

is one of the reasons why we look for different ways of how to extend our

portfolio. We realized that this kind of business activities (intermediation of

placement) will disappear in the future.

 Loyalty of the employees - Firstly, the employee cannot work in animation all

his life. The job is exhausting, you have to move a lot from one place to another,

adapt to the different conditions etc. We have to recruit, select and train new

people every year. Secondly, our event coordinators meet a lot of people in

different management positions; they get offers and new challenges. I consider

fluctuation of the employees as the biggest problem. Thirdly, our competitors

are mainly our former employees, who after working for us leave the company

and set up their own businesses.

2. What are the strengths of the company?

 “Strong family business, family is the people you can trust”. All key positions in

management are occupied by family members.

 I have been working for 6 years as a guest relationship manager in Switzerland

as well as I have had opportunity to work into Austrian environment. Our

managers have working experience not only like animators but also in almost all

positions and furthermore they are experienced university graduates with

excellent managerial skills. It is therefore clear that our managers are able to

provide recommendations for our partners in different kind of tourism

department. For instance, gastronomy or catering.

 History of the company - My first product was club Markiza in 2002
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3. How did you start in the Czech market and what helped you with the

growth  within the Czech Republic?

Pro-staff in the Czech Republic is performing its business activities in two ways. On

the one hand we collaborate with the Czech company Rilife animation and on the

other hand we provide services like Pro-staff in Czech Republic.

At the beginning, we had some personal meetings, we attended exhibitions and fairs,

we had got contacts and the business has started. Step by step, we found reliable

partner to work with and the manager who is responsible for this region.

Similar mentality, lifestyle, language and geographical closeness helped in

company’s growth.

The Czechs used to search more on web portal seznam.cz on internet in comparison

to Google search. At the beginning, we did not have a good position on the

searching portal but we have successfully overcome this initial problem.

4. What makes you stand out from the competition?

 Brand name, experience and practice

 Well trained staff. We have a lot of young, talented people with perfect

language skills

 We try to give added value to our service. Nowadays, we prepare event

portal where all of our clients (hotels, water parks and another touristic

establishment) can present themselves. Portal will serve as a promotion

for our customers and profiles of our entertainers will be available there.

For our entertainers we organize teambuilding events to enhance

working relationship.

5. Have you heard about Stageman animation? What do you think about its

expansion to Slovakian market?

Yes, I have. The founder of the company worked for us. As I have already

mentioned, arising new animation agencies is the biggest threat because they come
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up with lower prices in the market and in Slovak market it is all about price. Almost

all of our clients have already tried services of our competitors but the majority of

them came back.

Ok, there are some exceptions which never have changed supplier of animation

services. For instance, we have the strong personal relationship with some of them

based on long-term cooperation or there are big companies which are willing to pay

more.

From my point of view Stageman animation in Slovakia is of course a threat

because every new competitor is, but on the another hand they do not have enough

staff to be able to satisfy the market.

All of these circumstances move us further, to be innovative, creative and different

from competitors, for instance, production and rental mascots.

6. What are your long-term aims?

To expand business activities within V4 (Poland- Zakopane, to penetrate the Czech

market, and maybe Hungary) and Austria and create “international brand”
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APPENDIX 2: QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear friends, animators, hostesses, artists.

I would like to politely ask you to fulfil this questionnaire. I am a student of University

of Technology in Brno, studying program European Business and Finance, currently

writing diploma thesis for company Pro-staff Ltd. with the name Analysis of Selected

Company by using selective methods. One of the selected methods is analysis of

employee satisfaction and loyalty. Firstly, I would like to point out that questionnaire is

anonymous. Secondly, to get qualitative input for my diploma research is one of the my

objective, but to provide qualitative output for company owners and make better

working conditions for you is a big challenge.

If you collaborate with me, it would be great. Thank you.

What is your age?

1) 18-20

2) 21-30

3) 31-40

4) 41-50

5) 50 and more

What is your position?

1) Manager/ Event coordinator

2) Accountant

3) Administrative department

4) Chef Entertainers

5) Entertainers/ hostesses
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1. How long have you worked at Pro-staff Ltd.?

1) Less than 1 year in Slovakia (summer season or winter season)

2) 1-2 years in Slovakia (summer season or winter season)

3) 2-3 years in Slovakia (summer season or winter season)

4) 3-5 years in Slovakia (summer season or winter season)

5) More than 5 years

2. Are you any family related to Mgr. Róbert Černák?

1) Yes, we are cousins.

2) Yes, we are other family related as cousins.

3) No, we are friends.

4) No, I just know him as company owner.

5) No, I do not know him

Communication and Information sharing

3. The company has good information system, I get the information on time and in

required quality.
1) Strongly agree

2) Somewhat Agree

3) Neither Agree nor Disagree

4) Somewhat Disagree

5) Strongly Disagree

4. The company is making sufficient efforts to obtain an overview of the employee
opinions and attitudes.

1) Strongly agree

2) Somewhat Agree
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3) Neither Agree nor Disagree

4) Somewhat Disagree

5) Strongly Disagree

Employee loyalty

5. Have you ever got a job offer from another animation (event) agency / Pro –
staff’s competitor?

1) No, I have not.

2) Maybe yes, but I do not remember

3) Yes, I have got, but I have never accepted it.

4) Yes, I have already got any offers but I have got job opportunity from Pro-staff

Ltd at the same time and I choose Pro-staff Ltd.

5) Yes, I have and I have accepted it.

6. Which of the following agencies have contacted you? Respond only when you

have got job offer from another company.

1) Panda animation

2) Stageman animation Ltd.

3) I have got direct job offer from Pro-staff’s partner while I made animation

program there.

4) I have got job offer from former Pro-staff’s employee.

5) Others

7. Why you have accepted this job offer? Respond only when you have accepted
job offer from another company

1) Better financial remuneration

2) Company name

3) Benefits for animators

4) I have not been satisfied with my position
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5) Any another reason

8. Have you ever used know – how from Pro-staff Ltd. while making animation
program for another company? Respond only when you have accepted job offer

from another company.

1) No, I have got proper animation program from company I have worked for.

2) I have used part of Pro-staff program.

3) I have used Pro-staff program but I have changed it according specific needs.

4) I have used fully Pro-staff’s know–how.

5) Others

Employee relationship to Pro-staff

9. Have you lately thought about leaving the company?
1) No.

2) Yes. I consider inadequate financial rewards in comparison with required skills

and competencies as well as dedicated time.

3) Yes. I do not see career growth.

4) Yes as the consequence of interpersonal communication into the company.

5) Any other possible reason

10. How long are you planning to work for Pro-staff Ltd.
1) Until the end of summer season

2) Until my university graduation

3) Between 2-3 years

4) Between 3-5 years

5) More than 5 years

11. Generally, I consider Pro-staff as well managed company.
1) Strongly agree

2) Somewhat Agree
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3) Neither Agree nor Disagree

4) Somewhat Disagree

5) Strongly Disagree

12. Would you recommend Pro-staff as a good employer?
1) Absolutely Yes

2) Somewhat Yes

3) Neither Yes nor No

4) Somewhat NO

5) Absolutely NO

SATISFACTION

13. I have tools and resources to do my job well.
1) Strongly agree

2) Somewhat Agree

3) Neither Agree nor Disagree

4) Somewhat Disagree

5) Strongly Disagree

14. I consider my job reward fairly related to my work performance

1) Strongly agree

2) Somewhat Agree

3) Neither Agree nor Disagree

4) Somewhat Disagree

5) Strongly Disagree

15. If I do good job, I get recognition.
1) Strongly agree

2) Somewhat Agree

3) Neither Agree nor Disagree

4) Somewhat Disagree
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5) Strongly Disagree

16. My work gives me a sense of personal achievement
1) Strongly agree

2) Somewhat Agree

3) Neither Agree nor Disagree

4) Somewhat Disagree

5) Strongly Disagree

17. Considering job generally, what is the most important to you from the

following list?
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Unimportant

Wage     

Interpersonal relationships     

Career growth     

Job guarantee     

Free time     

18. What suggestions do you have for the improvement of your working
conditions?

1) Better financial remuneration.

2) Better interaction between coordinators and animators, hostesses and artists

3) Employee benefits

4) I do not

5) Others

End of questionnaire.

Thank you for your cooperation
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